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How Can I Merge Two Spreadsheet Documents? 

Question from Quora 
 

I have two spreadsheet documents. Suppose each is a list of books, one has author, subject and title. 
The other has publisher and year of publication. Each has a column for ISBN. Most books are in both 

of the documents, but some are only in one, or the other. How do I merge the two sheets? 

 
Answer by Sagar Malik 

 
You can use Power Query and do an outer join with both the sheets. That’s the [immediate] solution 

[and it] will give you the long term solution as you can keep on updating individual lists and resultant 
list will be generated by a quick refresh. 

 

Here is the approach 
 

Note: I have used my own listing of books and my own Excel file but there is nothing wrong with 
Sagar’s work: moreover, Sagar discusses a feature that I have not used. I am using Excel 2016 
 

1 Add your book details table to Power Query 
 

 
 
2 use Only Create Connection 

 

 

 
 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Sagar-Malik-2
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3 Add publisher details table to Power Query 

 

 
 
4 Only Create Connection again 

 

5 Now go to editor area and merge both the queries as new query 
 

 
 
6 use full outer join and ISBN column as merge criteria 
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7 Expand the second table’s columns. you should [use] the ISBN column from second table for now 

 
Take this step by clicking on the DOUBLE ARROW at the top of your new column and selecting the 

new column options offered: make sure you deselect the option at the bottom of the dialogue box 
to use the original headers as a column prefix. 

 

 
 
This should be the result, merged columns highlighted: 
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8 In my case, I know that every book in the Author table was the same as every book in the 

Publisher table. However, in case your two tables have items in one source table and not the other, 
you need to add a custom column to combine the details from the ISBN and ISBN.1 columns … did 

you notice that Excel had created a new name for the Publisher ISBN column? 
 

 
 

We need to write some code now 

 
If [ISBN] is null 

[ISBN.1] 
Else 

[ISBN] 

 
Which says if there is nothing in a row in the ISBN column then use the information in that row from 

the ISBN.1 column, otherwise use the ISBN column for that row. 
 

To build this code 
 

Type the word if then click on the ISBN column name and click << insert 

Type the words is null 
And so on 

 
There is an error/confirmation at the bottom of the dialogue box to tell you if what you have done is 

OK! 

 
Click OK 

 
 
9 Remove the two old ISBN columns and move the Actual ISBN column to become the first column: 

to do that left mouse click the Actual ISBN heading and drag it into position. 
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10 On the Home tab Close & Load the table to create your new fully merged table in its own 

worksheet. 
 

 
 

In Sagar’s example, he merged two tables that had differences so his merged table looks like the 
table that follows: my source tables have only the same information in them so I got a fully 

symmetrical merged table. 
 

 
 

Hope it helps 
https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-merge-two-spreadsheet-documents?srid=2m1N&share=a675b9c4 
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